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LONG-TERM OBSERVATION
TO MONITOR AND MITIGATE
ELECTORAL VIOLENCE

term observation to monitor a variety of critical election components, including
incidents of violence and intimidation, legal frameworks, boundary delimitation,

incidents of violence
based and accurate reporting on incidents of violence by nonpartisan citizen
observers can increase transparency and accountability, and can help dispel
type of monitoring does not address or monitor the causes and triggers of

acts by also monitoring and reporting early warnings signs of
potential causes and triggers of violence appropriate for the country
observers and other stakeholders direct their attention and resources to
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Combining these approaches can make important contributions, particularly

For more details, see
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PLANNING: STRATEGY, SCOPE AND DURATION

group’s goal, assessing underlying tensions and causes of violence in the country,

1. What is the observer group’s top priority goal for long-term
observation?
to monitor electoral violence, to help mitigate electoral violence or to provide a
comprehensive and systematic assessment of the electoral process for the public

2. What root causes of violence and/or underlying tensions could impact
the potential for electoral violence?

during the pre-election, election day and post-election periods?
data and the current political climate to estimate when, where and in what form
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has happened in previous elections and any patterns of violence that may have

More details on electoral violence triggers

Fortunately, there are almost always ways to consult with respected experts and
when developing this analysis, and such consultations can lead to cooperation

violence (early warning signs) that should be monitored? What types of
electoral violence incidents should be monitored?
between early warning signs and incidents of electoral violence, and determine

5. Are there any geographic areas that are considered “hot spots” and may
be more susceptible to violence?

increasing the concentration of observers in these areas or prioritizing

EXAMPLE
Promoting Peaceful Elections
through Citizen Observation in
Cote d’Ivoire
Court invalidated those results, citing
and humanitarian crisis that led to the
the displacement of approximately

from a credible, nationwide network
of observers, civil society was not
in a position to deny or verify these

candidates, incumbent president
Laurent Gbagbo and opposition

workings in place as part of its
mandate to certify the election, which

represented the ethnic and geographic
divisions of a society deeply fractured

election commission, though that was

refusal to accept electoral defeat pitted
these factions against each other
once again, throwing the country
into violence that ended only when
international forces intervened and

violence as Gbagbo refused to step
Following the crisis, civil society
recognized the missed opportunity
to play a role in mitigating tensions
and providing credible, systematic

been prepared to mitigate challenges

donor funds and undermining civil
society’s ability to mount a coordinated,
systematic assessment of the process
to organize observation were limited

elections, the six leading citizen
observation coalitions came together
to develop a pilot violence monitoring
spots throughout the country and in
and strategic deployment set the
groundwork for more robust election
observation better positioned to
surrounding the upcoming presidential

EXAMPLE

Long-term Electoral Violence
Monitoring in Sri Lanka

decades, civil society groups in the

across the country with higher

term electoral violence monitoring

potential violence hotspots through

the Center for Monitoring Election
contributing to peaceful elections
through careful documentation of
approach centered on raising public
awareness and reducing the level of
impunity around violence using data
across the country, information from

entered in a database and mapped on
an online platform, and made public
from a number of sources beyond
their trained observers, which they
carefully verify through a range
of means before including in their
elections, the Center establishes and
publicizes a public incident hotline
for citizens to report incidents of
and maintained good working
relations with police forces, allowing
the organization access to the police

term monitors to every province to

ability to document critical incidents

police for more rapid and appropriate

has both carefully documented and
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6. What should the deployment strategy for violence monitors be?

to provide a comprehensive and accurate assessment of the electoral process,
observers should be deployed to all relevant geographic regions, although this

regions, observers could instead be strategically deployed so they have a higher
concentration in potential hot spots and so they can easily access uncovered areas

deployment and reporting plan that spans the critical electoral process periods
information in places where observers are not deployed, including phone
interviews with local authorities and monitoring relevant data, such as media and

WHAT TO MONITOR
developing an overall deployment and reporting plan, observer groups are then

what they will monitor based on which early warning signs are expected to have
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the most impact on fueling violence, which incidents best show the presence of
electoral violence, and, in turn, which will have the most impact on the integrity

Detecting Early Warning Signs

meaning, types and complexity of warning signs will vary drastically depending

main types of causes and triggers of electoral violence to consider, including a

Documenting Incidents Of Violence

have used this information to create a visible public record that can discourage
incidents of violence but will have to make a judgment, based on compelling
evidence, concerning whether they are intended to harm persons or property

should also pay close attention to missing persons reports, as well as any reports

Powerful Interests and
State-Sponsored Violence

can be particularly challenging for observers, as it makes data harder to collect

support of international actors on the ground that can help provide cover in

FIGURE

1.1

Root Causes of Electoral Violence
Illustrative early warning sign indicators
Identity politics
and clefts based on
religion, sect, class,
tribe or ethnicity
Tension over control
of state or private
resources

violence

militias and/or prevalence of small arms
Disputes over land or other state resources, such as oil or
water
Disputes over private resources, such as livestock
resources

Insufficient or
corrupt security and
policing
repressive purposes instead of protection and safety

Weak rule of law
and political factions

FIGURE

1.2

Triggers of Electoral Violence
Illustrative early warning sign indicators
High degree of
uncertainty about
the outcome of the
election

Lack of transparency, including lack of accessible, timely and
relevant election data, as well as obstacles to election observation
resolution of complaints and disputes
Expectation of extremely close and competitive elections
Evidence of or perception of fraud during the electoral process
frustration with the above problems

Perception of
certainty or of
unfair or illegitimate
outcome of the
election

religious or tribal groups from participating as voters
competing in elections
Exclusion of women and youth, including as party activists,

campaigning, ranging from intolerance to viewpoints to active
suppression
group, and/or political contestants’ frustration with the above
problems

High stakes, “zero
sum” electoral
system

First past the post systems, particularly where polarity can
overcome diverse historically marginalized populations

constitutional issues

FIGURE

1.3

Incidents of Electoral Violence
VIOLENT ACTS AND INCIDENTS
Effects of the root causes plus triggers

Pre-election Period

or potential electoral contestants

concerns or complaints

campaigning

internal migration or fear of participating in elections

Election Day and
Post-Election

authorities

EXAMPLE
Monitoring Electoral Violence in
Pakistan

have been undermined by a range of
electoral violence and broader political

were reported using standardized

awareness of the causes of electoral
violence, the citizen observer coalition

out extensive electoral violence

term observation focused on electoral

day, the coalition mobilized more than
data by monitoring media reports of

of electoral violence, including by
geographic area, types and tactics of
violence, triggers of violence, and
analysis to publicize detailed, targeted
recommendations of reforms and
measures to mitigate future violence

peaceful transition of power from one
civilian government to the next in the
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DATA COLLECTION AND VERIFICATION
Data Sources

through reports from and interviews with citizens, the

relationships with government authorities, including police and security forces

Verification

victims, witnesses, perpetrators and security forces when possible to get complete

Documenting and Reporting: How and When
Citizen monitors use categorization to simplify and standardize incident reports
violence or coercion will be described by type
severity
frequency and whether the incident is
or
photographic and/or video evidence of any incidents, damage or destruction, if

Engaging the Right Actors for Early
Intervention

to engage community leaders, local authorities, security forces, the electoral

tensions, a group would likely engage political parties and the election commission
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FIGURE

should use clear
and unambiguous
language and be
organized logically
to encourage
concise answers
with strong

2

clarity, groups
should have
separate forms
for reporting
early warning
signs that would
focus on violence
indicators rather
Elections

incidents should
develop a standard schedule – such as weekly – for reporting warning signs and

Maintaining incident records in a computerized database allows observer groups
to easily sort, code and analyze violence information, which can be shared with

Follow-Up
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FIGURE

3

Monitoring and Reporting Early Warning Signs
vs. Incidents of Violence

Early Warning Signs

Incidents of Violence

Early

Documentation
& Verification

Data Analysis

Follow Up

Documentation
& Verification

Data Analysis

Follow Up
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RELEASING INFORMATION
increase potentials for reform, citizen monitors should release periodic statements
regarding their data, particularly consolidated information and analysis on

Groups may also consider creating graphs, maps or other forms of data
organizations may want to be more strategic about information gathered on early

data should be utilized internally for planning purposes and, more importantly,
shared with the appropriate local and/or international actors to inform their work
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